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Started with stars

With stars, homogeneity and isotropy is

unclear.







Only on largest scales,

homogeneity and isotropy seems

like a plausible assumption if

consider just stars.

Because gravity is attractive, 

universe is very clumpy.

Star homogeneity scale:

Larger than about 100 Mpc

For recent speculations of

an inhomogeneous universe, see

0711.3459 and 0712.0370



CMB

Radio

Gamma rays

X-rays
Cosmic rays: Protons + (?)

neutrinos

Multi-wavelengths, Multiple probes

1) Best evidence for isotropy

2) Farthest and oldest we can see with a direct 

probe 

High E

Low E

Electromagnetic

antimatter



Electromagnetic flux

Galaxy scale cutoff



[courtesey of F. Halzen]



Theory

1) Homogeneous

2) Perturbations

3) CMB scalar

4) Large scale structure

5) Polarization



General Theoretical Problem

• Other relevant field equations
(e.g. magnetic field, inflaton, axion, quintessence)

Difficulties/opportunities:  1) nonlinearity     2) large number of degrees of freedom

3) unknown initial conditions



Usual Approach To Resolving 

Difficulties

• Non-linearity: 
• Perturbation theory when possible (e.g. large scales)

• Numerical simulations (Smaller than about 10 Mpc)

• Large number of degrees of freedom:
• Statistical observables

• Categorize based on dominant interactions

• Unknown initial conditions:
• Thermal equilibrium

• Homogeneity and isotropy

• Inflation

• Adiabatic vacuum



Perturbation Theory: Zeroth order

CMB + philosophical prejudice of non-preferred frame

Homogeneous and isotropic on large length scales

Geometry:

Energy:

t

x

SM + BSM physics determines

The properties of these objects

e.g. equation of state

Foliation

Homogeneous and isotropic fluid.



Short distance physics





What about interactions and

Momentum distributions?



Momentum Distribution of Things 

that Once Scattered “Quickly”
• If interactions are fast, thermal equilibrium is established (e.g. motivates 

initial conds.): Motivated by Boltzmann H-theorem � Interactions lead to 

equilibrium phase space distribution

• CMB has equilib. spectrum today � possibility: CMB once in equilib.

• Anything that strongly interacted with CMB was in equilib. 

More formally:

Out of equilib:



Equilibrium Distributions:



Jargon



Universe is not Homogeneous and Isotropic

• Now, that you know how to describe homogeneous and isotropic 

fluid, what about spatial inhomogeneities? 

• Introduce perturbation variables and use field/Boltzmann equations

• Consider Large scale structure formation and CMB for T< keV

perturbations

t

x
Foliation



Gravity:

Low temperature:

What are the equations governing                                ?





Expectation value definition

Sensitive to 

initial spectrum:

One connection to Inflation



Some intuition:

<0;Dark matter

dominated:

No oscillation

[0803.0586]

Diffusion damping

CDM dominates

most of H history 

First peak

With sufficient attention to details,

the equations in previous slides

allow one to understand

parametric dependences of

this observable.



Non-linear



Something

inflation 

gives

Some intuition:

From solution.

After horizon entry and matter domination:



Polarization

One of the CMB information that we have 
not measured yet is called B-mode 
polarization.  This can contain information 
about inflation as well as cosmic strings.  
PLANCK sattellite which is to be launched 
this year may be able to measure this.

Hence, we turn to the discussion of CMB 
polarization.







Interpretation?

Helicity basis: Intensity tensor:

Polarization information.



To describe polarization anisotropies, we need a basis for describing vector

functions on a unit sphere just as we needed                for describing scalar

functions on the unit sphere. 

Spin spherical harmonics:

A basis for expanding vector functions on the unit sphere: spin spherical harmonics,



E and B modes (partiy eigenstates)

E and B are scalars like temperature.









Summary of Part 1

• Universe is clumpy today (homogeneity and isotropy is not 
obvious).

• Multiple probes are giving us a better picture.

• Boltzmann equations + Einstein’s equations can be used to 
model and accurately describe most of the cosmological 
observations such as CMB and large scale structure.

• Inflationary (to be discussed in the next lecture) sensitivity is 
in the spectral information of the observables.

• B-mode polarization requires Thomson scattering in the 
presence of nonzero spin background.  Gravity waves can 
provide such background.  We are awaiting Planck to see if 
any B-mode exists.


